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Sensor Fusion-Based Vacant Parking Slot
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Abstract—This paper proposes a vacant parking slot detection
and tracking system that fuses the sensors of an Around View
Monitor (AVM) system and an ultrasonic sensor-based automatic
parking system. The proposed system consists of three stages:
parking slot marking detection, parking slot occupancy classifica-
tion, and parking slot marking tracking. The parking slot marking
detection stage recognizes various types of parking slot markings
using AVM image sequences. It detects parking slots in individual
AVM images by exploiting a hierarchical tree structure of park-
ing slot markings and combines sequential detection results. The
parking slot occupancy classification stage identifies vacancies of
detected parking slots using ultrasonic sensor data. Parking slot
occupancy is probabilistically calculated by treating each parking
slot region as a single cell of the occupancy grid. The parking
slot marking tracking stage continuously estimates the position of
the selected parking slot while the ego-vehicle is moving into it.
During tracking, AVM images and motion sensor-based odometry
are fused together in the chamfer score level to achieve robustness
against inevitable occlusions caused by the ego-vehicle. In the
experiments, it is shown that the proposed method can recognize
the positions and occupancies of various types of parking slot
markings and stably track them under practical situations in
a real-time manner. The proposed system is expected to help
drivers conveniently select one of the available parking slots and
support the parking control system by continuously updating the
designated target positions.

Index Terms—Around View Monitor (AVM), in-vehicle motion
sensor, occupancy classification, parking assist system, parking
slot marking detection and tracking, ultrasonic sensor.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE TO THE rapidly growing interest in parking aid prod-
ucts, automatic parking systems have been extensively

researched. Target position designation is one of the primary
components of automatic parking systems. This has been ex-
plored in a variety of ways that can be categorized into four
types: user interface-based [1]–[4], free space-based [5]–[25],
parking slot marking-based [26]–[31], and infrastructure-based
[32]–[39] approaches. Most of the (semi-) automatic parking
system products on the market designate target positions by
utilizing a user interface-based approach via a touch screen [3]
or a free space-based approach via ultrasonic sensors (usually
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed system.

mounted on both sides of the front bumper) [9]–[12]. Once
the target position is designated, the system generates a path
from the initial position to the target position and autonomously
controls the steering to follow the path. For this purpose,
it continuously estimates the ego-vehicle position using in-
vehicle motion sensor-based odometry. Meanwhile, an Around
View Monitor (AVM) system has become popular as a parking
aid product, and most car makers have started to produce
vehicles equipped with this system [40]–[43]. An AVM system
produces a bird’s-eye view image for the 360◦ surroundings of
the vehicle by stitching together a number of images acquired
by three or four cameras. Displaying AVM images helps drivers
easily recognize parking slot markings and obstacles around the
vehicle during the parking maneuver.

This paper proposes a vacant parking slot detection and
tracking system that fuses the sensors of an AVM system
and an ultrasonic sensor-based automatic parking system. The
flowchart of the proposed system is presented in Fig. 1. Once
a driver starts parking, the system continuously detects parking
slot markings and classifies their occupancies. Simultaneously,
it presents the detection and classification results on AVM
images to help the driver identify available parking slots. If a
driver selects a desirable parking slot using the touch screen
interface, this system tracks the position of the selected parking
slot while the ego-vehicle is moving into it. Finally, the parking
maneuver is finished when the vehicle is located at the target
position. This paper excludes path planning and steering control
because they are beyond its scope.

1524-9050 © 2013 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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The proposed system consists of three stages: parking slot
marking detection, parking slot occupancy classification, and
parking slot marking tracking. First, the parking slot mark-
ing detection stage recognizes various types of parking slot
markings in AVM image sequences. Parking slot markings are
detected by a hierarchical tree structure-based method [31] in
individual AVM images, and the sequential detection results
are combined by using an image registration technique and
slot properness measures. Second, the parking slot occupancy
classification stage probabilistically identifies vacancies of the
detected parking slots using ultrasonic sensor data. Occupancy
classification can be modeled as a binary estimation problem
with a static state if each parking slot region is treated as a
single cell of the occupancy grid. The probability of parking
slot occupancy is calculated utilizing ultrasonic sensor data
acquired while the vehicle is passing by parking slots. Finally,
the parking slot marking tracking stage continuously estimates
the position of the selected parking slot while the ego-vehicle
is moving into it. Directional chamfer matching (DCM) is
adopted to track parking slot markings consisting of multiple
lines with different orientations. During tracking, AVM images
and motion sensor-based odometry are fused together in the
chamfer score level to achieve robustness against inevitable
occlusions caused by the ego-vehicle. In the experiments, the
proposed system was tested in various practical situations, and
it successfully detected and tracked vacant parking slots in a
real-time manner.

The proposed system has the following advantages: 1) Unlike
the free space-based approach using ultrasonic sensors, this
system can more accurately detect parking spaces because its
performance does not depend on the existence and poses of
adjacent vehicles. 2) Compared with the user interface-based
approach via a touch screen, this system is more convenient
since it requires no repetitive driver operations, and drivers only
need to select one of the detected parking slots. 3) The ego-
vehicle can be more accurately settled at the target position
because this system continuously estimates the position of the
selected parking slot using AVM images rather than predicting
the position wholly based on error-prone odometry. This system
has limitations as it can be used only in cases where parking slot
markings are presented. However, it is still useful since drivers
need automatic parking systems generally in complex urban
situations where parking slot markings are usually presented.
If it is found that parking slot markings are not presented, the
system can switch the target position designation method into
the free space-based approach using ultrasonic sensors. This
will be explained further in Section VI-F.

This paper has the following contributions:

1) It presents a novel system that fuses the sensors of an
AVM system and an ultrasonic sensor-based automatic
parking system and shows that the proposed system can
detect and track parking slot markings more effectively
than individual systems.

2) It suggests a reliable parking slot marking detection
method that first detects various parking slot markings
via a hierarchical tree structure-based method [31] and
combines sequential detection results using an image

registration technique and slot properness measures. This
part is an enhancement of our previous work [44].

3) It proposes an efficient parking slot occupancy classifica-
tion method that probabilistically identifies occupancies
of detected parking slots based on ultrasonic sensor data
by treating each parking slot region as a single cell of the
occupancy grid.

4) It presents a parking slot marking tracking method that
is robust against severe occlusions caused by the ego-
vehicle. This method adopts the DCM technique and
fuses AVM images and motion sensor-based odometry in
the chamfer score level.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
explains related research. Sections III–V describe the stages
for parking slot marking detection, parking slot occupancy
classification, and parking slot marking tracking, respectively.
Section VI presents experimental results and discussions. Fi-
nally, this paper is concluded with a summary in Section VII.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

Target position designation methods for automatic parking
systems can be categorized into four types: user interface-based
[1]–[4], free space-based [5]–[25], parking slot marking-based
[26]–[31], and infrastructure-based [32]–[39] approaches.

A. User Interface-Based Approach

The user interface-based approach helps a driver manually
select a parking space or drive into it. Although it has a
drawback of repetitive driver operations, it is useful as a backup
tool for failure cases of automatic methods and is easy to
implement. Hiramatsu et al. [1] proposed an interactive method
with steering maneuver and augmented display. This method
helps a driver locate a displayed vertical pole at the end of the
parked vehicle for easier parallel parking. Furutani et al. [2]
presented an arrow button-based graphical user interface for
target position designation. A driver repetitively clicks arrow
buttons to locate a rectangle at the desired parking space.
This method has been commercialized in the Toyota Prius [3].
Jung et al. [4] proposed a manual designation method based
on the drag-and-drop technique. Target positions are located
by dragging inside and outside of a rectangular parking slot
displayed in a touch screen.

B. Free Space-Based Approach

The free space-based approach designates a target position
by recognizing a vacant space between adjacent vehicles. This
is the most widely used approach since adjacent vehicles can be
easily recognized by various range-finding sensors. However,
its performance depends on the existence and poses of adjacent
vehicles. A variety of sensors have been utilized, and the
ultrasonic sensor-based method is the most popular [5]–[8]
among them. Usually, two ultrasonic sensors are mounted on
both sides of the front bumper. Free spaces and adjacent vehi-
cles are recognized by registering ultrasonic sensor data via in-
vehicle motion sensors. Most car makers are manufacturing this
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method [9]–[12] because ultrasonic sensors are inexpensive and
easy to install. However, this method fails in situations where
there is no adjacent vehicle and in slanted parking situations
where adjacent vehicle surfaces are not perpendicular to the
heading directions of ultrasonic sensors. Imaging sensors have
also been widely used in this approach. Adjacent vehicles are
recognized by detecting horizontal edges [13] or reconstructing
3-D structures via monocular motion stereo [14]–[16], binocu-
lar stereo [17], [18], and structured light [19]. Although imag-
ing sensor-based methods have an advantage in that existing
vehicle-mounted cameras can be used, they are sensitive to
illumination conditions. Abad et al. developed a multisensor-
based method [20] that combines ultrasonic sensor data and
rearview camera images. In addition to these sensors, laser
scanners [21], [22], short-range radars [23], [24], and photonic
mixer devices [25] have been utilized to recognize free spaces
and adjacent vehicles.

C. Parking Slot Marking-Based Approach

The parking slot marking-based approach designates a target
position by recognizing markings on a road surface. Its des-
ignation process does not depend on the existence and poses
of adjacent vehicles, and it can simply use existing vehicle-
mounted cameras. However, this approach can only be used in
cases where parking slot markings are presented. Jung et al.
[26] proposed a one-touch type method that recognizes the line
segments of parking slot markings based on a point inside the
parking slot marked by a driver. Since this method can deal
with only a single type of parking slot marking, they proposed
a two-touch type method [27]. This method recognizes various
types of parking slot markings based on two points of a parking
slot entrance provided by a driver. Meanwhile, methods that do
not require manual inputs have been also developed. Xu et al.
[28] proposed a method that uses a neural network-based color
segmentation technique to recognize pink-colored parking slot
markings. Jung et al. [29] assumed that parking slot markings
consist of lines with a fixed width and recognized them by
applying a specialized filter to a Hough transformed bird’s-
eye view edge image. Tanaka et al. [30] proposed a method
that recognizes parking slot markings by detecting straight lines
using an improved random sample consensus algorithm. Since
all these automatic methods can handle only one or two types
of parking slot markings, Suhr and Jung [31] proposed a full-
automatic method that is able to recognize various types of
parking slot markings based on a hierarchical tree structure.

D. Infrastructure-Based Approach

Unlike the other approaches, the infrastructure-based ap-
proach designates a target position by utilizing devices outside
the ego-vehicle via vehicle-to-infrastructure communication.
The most popular system in this approach provides drivers
with locations of vacant parking spaces to help them easily
find or reserve parking spaces [32], [33]. Methods that actively
participate in parking maneuvers have been also developed.
Suzuki et al. [34] proposed a system that offers bird’s-eye view
images of a parking situation, including parking slot markings
and adjacent vehicles using surveillance cameras. Wada et al.

Fig. 2. Hierarchical tree structure of parking slot markings. (a) Parking slot
markings. (b) Slots. (c) Junctions. (d) Corners.

[35], [36] presented a system that assigns a target position to
a vehicle entering a parking lot and provides rough guidance
to the parking space entrance and fine guidance to the target
position. An et al. [37] and Sung et al. [38] suggested an
automatic valet parking system that conducts fully automatic
parking after drivers step down from vehicles at the entrance
of a building by utilizing both infrastructure and in-vehicle
sensors. An automatic valet parking system has been also
researched as a European Union project entitled V-Charge [39].

III. PARKING SLOT MARKING DETECTION

A. Hierarchical Tree Structure-Based Method

The proposed parking slot marking detection method is based
on our previous work [31] that recognizes various types of
parking slot markings by modeling them as a hierarchical
tree structure of a corner-junction-slot. This section briefly
reviews this hierarchical tree structure-based method. The pro-
posed system focuses on four types of parking slot mark-
ings in Korea (rectangular, slanted rectangular, diamond, and
open rectangular types), as shown in Fig. 2(a). These four
types of parking slot markings consist of four types of slots
(TT-slot, TL-slot, YY-slot, and II-slot), as shown in Fig. 2(b),
and each slot is composed of two junctions, as shown in
Fig. 2(b) with red rectangles. Junctions composed of four
types of slots can be categorized into four types (T-junction,
L-junction, Y-junction, and I-junction), as shown in Fig. 2(c),
and each junction consists of two corners, as shown in Fig. 2(c)
with red circles. These corners can be divided into four types
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Fig. 3. Parking slot marking detection results of the hierarchical tree-structure-based method in [31].

(60◦-corner, 90◦-corner, 120◦-corner, and 270◦-corner) accord-
ing to the arc angles of the ground plane, as shown in Fig. 2(d).
This is called a hierarchical tree structure of parking slot
markings.

Based on the hierarchical tree structure of a corner–junction–
slot, the method in [31] first detects corners via the Harris
corner detector [45] and then generates junctions by combining
these corners. Finally, slots are produced from junction pairs.
Junction and slot generation procedures are conducted based
on the type, orientation, and position properties of corners and
junctions, respectively. Since this method utilizes an approach
that first produces multiple hypotheses so as not to lose the
correct ones and rejects false detections via geometric con-
straints, it is robust against partial occlusions and damage to
parking slot markings. Furthermore, it is applicable to real-
time systems because of its computational simplicity. This
method was evaluated with numerous practical rearview camera
images and showed a better performance than the previous
semi-automatic [27] and full-automatic methods [29].

B. Detecting Parking Slot Markings in AVM Image Sequences

The hierarchical tree structure-based method [31] is applied
to individual AVM images sequentially taken while the ego-
vehicle is passing by parking slots. Fig. 3 shows parking slot
marking detection results in sequential AVM images using the
method in [31]. In this figure, it can be seen that there are
several missing slots and falsely detected slots (marked with
cyan circles). Since the method in [31] was originally proposed
for rearview camera images, of which the view is so narrow that
the number and pose of the captured parking slot is restricted,
it cannot be directly applied to AVM images. As shown in
Fig. 3, situations presented in AVM images are much more
diverse than those of rearview images in the following aspects:
1) Various types of numerous parking slot markings can be
presented. 2) Image qualities of junctions can be degraded at
locations far from cameras (red solid arrows) or stitching lines
(green dashed arrows). 3) Junctions can be also occluded by
adjacent vehicles (yellow dashed arrow).

To overcome this problem, this paper proposes a method
that efficiently combines sequentially detected parking slots.
Parking slot markings that can be detected in a single AVM
image are restricted. However, occluded or degraded parking

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the proposed parking slot marking detection method.

slot markings in one AVM image can be detected in other
AVM images since occluded regions and image qualities are
changing while the ego-vehicle is moving along the corridor of
the parking lot. Therefore, it is possible to obtain more reliable
detection results if sequentially detected parking slots are prop-
erly combined. Fig. 4 shows a flowchart of the proposed park-
ing slot marking detection method. This method first detects
various types of parking slot markings using the hierarchical
tree structure-based method. If there are previously detected
parking slots, their current positions are predicted using an
image registration technique. After that, sequential detection
results are combined according to slot properness measures,
and final parking slots are determined via slot clustering.

C. Predicting Current Positions of Previous Parking Slots

To predict the current positions of previously detected park-
ing slots, this paper utilizes an image registration technique.
Transformation between sequential ground plane images is
estimated, and positions of parking slots in the previous image
are transformed into the current image via this transformation.
Generally, if two cameras at different positions take the same
ground plane, two ground plane images are related with a ho-
mography with 8 degrees of freedom [46]. Since AVM images
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are considered to be acquired by a virtual camera whose optical
axis is perpendicular to the ground plane under a planar motion
constraint, the relation between two ground plane images can
be approximated by a similarity transformation with 3 degrees
of freedom. In the case of the AVM system, images (x and x′)
of a 3-D point on the ground plane taken at different positions
can be expressed as

x =K[I3×3 03×1][X,Y,H, 1]T (1)

x′ =K[Rz,3×3 txy,3×1][X,Y,H, 1]T (2)

where K, I3×3, and 03×1 are a 3 × 3 intrinsic parameter matrix
of a virtual camera, a 3 × 3 identity matrix, and a 3 × 1 zero
vector, respectively. Rz,3×3 and txy,3×1 are a 3 × 3 rotation
matrix about the z-axis and a 3 × 1 translation vector in the
xy-plane, respectively. (X,Y,H) are coordinates of a 3-D
point, and H represents the camera height from the ground
plane. If (1) and (2) can be converted into (3) and (4), respec-
tively, (5) is obtained by substituting (3) into (4).

K−1x = [X,Y,H]T (3)

x′ = K

[
R2×2 t2×1/H
0T
2×1 1

]
[X,Y,H]T (4)

x′ = K

[
R2×2 t2×1/H
0T
2×1 1

]
K−1x (5)

where R2×2, t2×1, and 02×1 are a 2 × 2 rotation matrix, a 2 × 1
translation vector, and a 2 × 1 zero vector, respectively. If (5) is
expressed in inhomogeneous coordinates, (6) is produced.

x′
in =R2×2xin + t

where t = f · t2×1/H + o−R2×2o (6)

where xin and x′
in are x and x′ in inhomogeneous coordinates,

respectively. f and o are the focal length and the principal
point of a virtual camera, respectively. Since the ground plane
regions in two AVM images are related with (6), it is possible
to predict the current positions of previously detected parking
slots using three parameters. These parameters can be estimated
via Procrustes analysis [47] in the following equations:

tx =
1
NP

{
NP∑
i=1

(x′
i − xi)

}
(7)

ty =
1
NP

{
NP∑
i=1

(y′i − yi)

}
(8)

θ = tan−1

{
NP∑
i=1

(xiyi − yixi)

/
NP∑
i=1

(xixi + yiyi)

}

where xi = x′
i − tx and yi = y′i − ty (9)

where NP indicates the number of corresponding feature
points, and (xi, yi) and (x′

i, y
′
i) are the positions of the cor-

responding feature points in the previous and current images,
respectively. This paper reuses the corners detected by the
Harris corner detector in the parking slot marking detection pro-
cedure as feature points and matches them via normalized cross
correlation [48]. Reuse of the corners can save computational

costs. Since outliers are inevitably included during the feature
point matching process, final parameters are estimated by the
random sample consensus (RANSAC) method [49], which is
one of the most widely used robust estimators. Inlier corners
classified by RANSAC are more stable than the others since
they are continuously detected and proved to be on the ground
plane. Thus, only the inlier corners are utilized to generate
junctions and slots during the parking slot marking detection
procedure. This approach reduces both computational cost and
false detections.

D. Combining Sequentially Detected Parking Slots

Once positions of parking slots are detected and predicted,
these sequentially detected parking slots are combined to pro-
duce more reliable results. For this task, overlapping situations
of the detected and predicted parking slots are first checked by
using the Jaccard coefficient [50] in the following equation:

J(Si, Sj) =
|Si ∩ Sj |
|Si ∪ Sj |

(10)

where J(Si, Sj) indicates the Jaccard coefficient between two
rectangles formed by the ith slot (Si) and the jth slot (Sj).
Overlapping situations are classified into the following three
cases according to the Jaccard coefficient and two predeter-
mined thresholds, i.e., T1 and T2 (T1 < T2).
Case I J(Si, Sj) < T1: If the Jaccard coefficient between the

ith slot (Si) detected in the current image and the jth slot
(Sj) predicted from a previous image is less than T1, two
slots are considered to be nonoverlapping. If Si does not
overlap with any previously detected slots, Si is identified
as a newly detected slot.

Case II J(Si, Sj) ≥ T2: If the Jaccard coefficient is greater than
or equal to T2, it can be considered that the same slot
is repetitively detected in sequential images. In this case,
the position of this parking slot is corrected by selecting
one of two slot positions, which gives a larger normalized
average intensity value (NAIV ) than the other. NAIV is
calculated as

NAIVi =
1

MAX(I)

⎧⎨
⎩ 1

NSi

∑
(x,y)⊂Si

I(x, y)

⎫⎬
⎭ (11)

where MAX(I) is a maximum intensity value of image I ,
and NSi

and (x, y) are the number of pixels in the skeleton
of the parking slot entrance and their locations in the x
and y axes, respectively. Since parking slot markings are
much brighter than the ground plane and pixels near the
center of the parking slot marking lines tend to have larger
intensity values than the boundary pixels [26], the parking
slot located at the most appropriate position has the largest
NAIV compared with the others. The number of repeated
detections (Mi) is also counted for this parking slot.

Case III T1 ≤ J(Si, Sj) < T2: If the Jaccard coefficient is
between T1 and T2, two slots are considered to be over-
lapping, but they are not a repetitive detection of the same
slot. Since two different parking slots are unable to overlap
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Fig. 5. Parking slot marking detection results of the proposed method.

in real situations, only one of the two slots should be
selected. Two slot properness measures are utilized for this
task. One is NAIV in (11), and the other is normalized
repeated detection count (NRDC). NRDC is calculated
by normalizing the number of repeated detections (Mi)
counted in Case II, as follows:

NRDCi = min

{
Mi

Mmax
, 1

}
(12)

where Mmax is the maximum repeated detection number,
and it is experimentally set to 10. NRDC can supplement
the fault of NAIV because NAIV of the falsely detected
slot might be larger than that of the correctly detected slot
due to occlusion and illumination variations. Since NAIV
and NRDC are normalized to a value from 0 to 1, they
are fused by the sum rule [51]. In other words, the slot that
has a larger summation of NAIV and NRDC survives
in Case III. If one would like to consider that two slots do
not overlap each other in the case of overlapping of less
than 10%, T1 can be set to 10/(100 + 100 − 10) = 0.053
by assuming that two slot areas are the same (100). In the
same way, T2 can be set to 90/(100 + 100 − 90) = 0.818
if one would like to consider that two slots are repetitive
detections of the same slot in the case of overlapping of
more than 90%.

E. Determining Final Parking Slots

After combining sequentially detected parking slots, result-
ing slots are clustered according to their type and orientation.
This system only displays the clusters that include more than or
equal to two slots for providing more reliable detection results
to drivers. The cluster with a single slot is not displayed but
is internally stored waiting for more slots that will be included
in this cluster to be displayed. Fig. 5 shows the parking slot
marking detection results produced by combining sequentially
detected parking slots according to the proposed method. The
situations presented in this figure are exactly the same as those
in Fig. 3. In Figs. 3 and 5, it can be easily noticed that the pro-
posed method more reliably detects parking slot markings in se-
quential AVM images compared with the previous method [31].
More results and quantitative evaluation will be presented in
Section VI.

Fig. 6. (a) Ultrasonic sensor data aligned with an AVM image. (b) Parking
slot occupancy classification result.

IV. PARKING SLOT OCCUPANCY CLASSIFICATION

The proposed system classifies occupancies of the detected
parking slots by utilizing ultrasonic sensors mounted on both
sides of the front bumper. For efficient classification, an occu-
pancy grid approach is adopted. Generally, the occupancy grid
approach divides an interesting area into grids and calculates
the posterior probability for each cell to be occupied using the
given sensor data [52]. However, the proposed system is not
concerned with detailed obstacle shapes around the vehicle but
with occupancy of each parking slot. Thus, this paper treats
each parking slot region as a single cell of the occupancy grid
and calculates the posterior probability for each slot to be occu-
pied. This modification enhances the efficiency of parking slot
occupancy classification since it avoids noninteresting regions
to be involved in the calculation and handles only a small
number of large-sized cells rather than numerous small-sized
ones. A parking slot region has a rectangular or a diamond
shape depending on its type, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

Since locations of ultrasonic sensors are static in AVM
images and the relation between a pixel and physical distance is
known from the calibration process, ultrasonic sensor data can
be easily aligned with AVM images. Yellow dots in Fig. 6(a)
show ultrasonic sensor data aligned with an AVM image, and
white arrows indicate locations and heading directions of the
ultrasonic sensors. If each parking slot region is treated as a
cell of the occupancy grid, occupancy of each parking slot can
be modeled as a binary estimation problem with a static state
[52]. The posterior probability of parking slot occupancy can
be sequentially calculated in log odds representation based on
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ultrasonic sensor data acquired while the ego-vehicle is passing
by parking slots, as follows:

l1:t(O)= log
p(O|z1:t)

1 − p(O|z1:t)

= log

{
p(O|zt)

1 − p(O|zt)
· p(O|z1:t−1)

1 − p(O|z1:t−1)
· 1 − p(O)

p(O)

}

= log
p(O|zt)

1−p(O|zt)
+ log

p(O|z1:t−1)

1−p(O|z1:t−1)
− log

p(O)

1−p(O)

= lt(O) + l1:t−1(O)− lo(O) (13)

where O means the parking slot is occupied, whereas V means
the parking slot is vacant. zt is a binary variable that represents
whether the ultrasonic sensor data of time index t is located
inside a specific parking slot region. zt is either positive (P )
or negative (N). p(O|z1:t) denotes a posterior probability for
the parking slot to be occupied given the ultrasonic sensor data
acquired from time 1 to t, and p(O) is a prior probability for the
parking slot to be occupied. Since p(O|zt) consists of p(O|P )
and p(O|N), p(O|P ) and p(O|N) are required to utilize (13).
By Bayes’ theorem, they are calculated from p(P |O) and
p(P |V ), which are estimated with training samples. Details of
this procedure will be explained in Section VI. The posterior
probability is easily recovered from the log odds ratio via

p(O|z1:t) = 1 − 1
1 + exp {l1:t(O)} . (14)

Finally, occupancies of the detected parking slots are clas-
sified according to the calculated posterior probabilities. Since
ultrasonic sensor data can be measured outside of the parking
slots, parking slot regions used for occupancy classification are
set to be slightly larger than the actual ones by 1.5 m in a
longitudinal direction. Fig. 6(b) shows an occupancy classifi-
cation result. Parking slots with green and red lines indicate
vacant and occupied parking slots, respectively, and a blue line
indicates an unclassified parking slot where ultrasonic sensors
have not yet scanned. More results, a detailed training process,
and quantitative evaluation will be presented in Section VI.

V. PARKING SLOT MARKING TRACKING

If a parking slot is detected in an AVM image, its 3-D po-
sition can be reconstructed using camera parameters estimated
from the calibration procedure. However, if the assumptions of
the AVM system, that is, the fixed camera configuration (height
and angle) and flat road surface, are broken, the reconstructed
3-D position will be distorted. Additionally, if a 3-D position is
updated using only motion sensor-based odometry, its accuracy
will be degraded by a cumulative error of odometry. To alleviate
this problem, this paper continuously tracks and updates the
position of the selected parking slot in sequential AVM images
while the vehicle is moving into it. This approach is useful be-
cause the parking slot position in an AVM image becomes more
accurate when the ego-vehicle is getting closer to it. This paper
proposes a DCM-based parking slot marking tracking method
that fuses AVM images and motion sensor-based odometry in
the chamfer score level to achieve robustness against inevitable
occlusions caused by the ego-vehicle.

Fig. 7. Templates of various types of parking slot markings and their direc-
tional components. (a) Parking slot markings. (b) Templates. (c) Directional
components of templates.

A. DCM-Based Parking Slot Marking Tracking

Parking slot markings are composed of multiple lines with
different orientations, as shown in Fig. 7(a). Based on this
property, this paper generates templates using multiple direc-
tional lines and estimates positions of parking slot markings
using DCM in sequential AVM images. DCM has been used to
overcome the distinctiveness limitation of conventional cham-
fer matching that equally treats all edge points. DCM used in
[53] divides edge points into discrete orientation channels and
calculates individual chamfer distances. These distances are
combined into one to obtain a DCM score (dDCM) as

dDCM(W)=
1
NT

ND∑
r=1

( ∑
xT∈Tr

min
xE∈EIMAGE

r

‖W(xT )−xE‖2

)

(15)
where Tr and EIMAGE

r are a template and a query edge image
in the rth orientation channel, respectively, and xT and xE are
locations of edge points in Tr and EIMAGE

r , respectively. W,
NT , and ND indicate the template transformation function, the
number of edge points in the whole template (T ), and the num-
ber of discrete orientation channels, respectively. The DCM
score can be efficiently computed via a distance transform
(DT) image. DCM has more discriminatory power compared
with conventional chamfer matching; but its computational
cost proportionally increases with the number of orientation
channels. However, this drawback is negligible in this case
because parking slot markings consist of only three or four
discrete orientations unlike general objects having edges of
almost all orientations. Fig. 7 shows templates of various types
of parking slot markings and their directional components. It
can be seen that templates have, at most, four directions. As
parking slot markings are assumed to be much brighter than the
ground plane, both edge orientation and intensity gradient are
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Fig. 8. Diagram for DCM-based parking slot marking tracking in case of a TT-slot.

Fig. 9. Example result of DCM-based parking slot marking tracking using AVM images.

considered when separating edge points. The templates in Fig. 7
are automatically generated using the information on locations
and orientations of corners and junctions that compose the
selected parking slots.

To equally weight chamfer scores of all orientation channels,
(15) is slightly modified into

dDCM(W)

=
1

ND

ND∑
r=1

{
1

NTr

∑
xT∈Tr

(
min

xE∈EIMAGE
r

‖W(xT )− xE‖2
)}

(16)

where NTr
indicates the number of edge points in Tr. Fig. 8

shows a diagram for DCM-based parking slot marking tracking
via (16) in the case of a TT-slot. First, the region of interest
(ROI) in a query AVM image is cropped, and edge points and
their orientations are calculated by the Sobel operator [48].
Basically, the ROI can be established based on the previous
detection result. Then, edge points are divided into four orien-
tation channels, and individual DT images are calculated. The
template is transformed by W that includes changes in the 2-D
location and orientation, and the transformed template is also
divided into four orientation channels. Chamfer scores are indi-

vidually calculated from DT images and separated templates of
corresponding orientation channels. Finally, the DCM score is
obtained by averaging four chamfer scores.

As it is inevitable for parking slot markings to be occluded by
the ego-vehicle in parking situations, the DCM score (dDCM)
in (16) is calculated only inside the nonoccluded image regions.
Since the ego-vehicle region is fixed in AVM images (a black
rectangular region in the AVM image in Fig. 8), nonoccluded
edge points of the template and query image can be easily
determined. In addition, edge points are not generated on the
boundary of the ego-vehicle region and stitching lines of four
bird’s-eye view images.

B. Fusion of AVM Image and Odometry

DCM-based tracking using AVM images properly works in
cases where parking slot markings are slightly occluded. How-
ever, there are mainly two drawbacks in this approach because
it only depends on AVM images. One drawback is that the ROI
in a query AVM image should be large since this region is
basically set based on the previous position of a tracked parking
slot. This increases computational costs. The other drawback is
that tracking performance can be affected by severe occlusion
caused by the ego-vehicle. Fig. 9 shows an example situation
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Fig. 10. Diagram for fusing an AVM image and odometry.

where II-slot is tracked by DCM-based tracking using AVM
images. In this figure, red lines and a black rectangle indicate
the tracked template and the ego-vehicle region, respectively.
It can be seen that tracking fails when an important part of the
parking slot marking is severely occluded by the ego-vehicle
region. This failure frequently occurs in case of II-slot tracking
since there is a small amount of latitudinal edges in this type of
parking slot marking.

To overcome these drawbacks, this paper proposes a method
that fuses AVM images and motion sensor-based odometry.
AVM images give information independent of previous situa-
tions, but this information can be lessened due to occlusions.
On the other hand, odometry gives information independent of
occlusions, but it suffers from cumulative errors. Thus, parking
slot markings can precisely and stably be tracked by taking ad-
vantage of these two sensors. For convenience, motion sensor-
based odometry is abbreviated to odometry in this section.
Odometry is estimated using wheel speed and steering angle
sensors [54]. Odometry is utilized in most ultrasonic sensor-
based automatic parking systems to update the ego-vehicle
position. Image registration-based odometry used in the park-
ing slot marking detection stage (see Section III-C) is not
utilized in this stage because less image features are presented
on the ground plane while the ego-vehicle is moving into
the parking slot. This makes the registration-based odometry
unstable.

In this paper, odometry is used to predict the current position
of the previously estimated parking slot. This prediction result
has a dual purpose. One is to limit the ROI, and the other is to
achieve robustness against occlusions. For the first purpose, the
ROI is determined in accordance with the current parking slot
position predicted by odometry rather than the previous parking
slot position. In experiments, changes in the 2-D location and
orientation of W should be allowed up to ±15 pixels and
±5◦, respectively, if those ranges are determined according to
the previous parking slot position. However, if the predicted
parking slot position is utilized, those ranges can be reduced to
±2 pixels and ±1◦, respectively. Consequently, computational

cost is reduced by avoiding the tracking algorithm from search-
ing unnecessary ranges. Detailed results will be discussed in
Section VI.

To achieve robustness against occlusions, this paper fuses
an AVM image-based edge (EIMAGE) and an odometry-based
edge (EMOTION). EMOTION is produced by locating the tem-
plate edge at the predicted parking slot position. Since two edge
images (EIMAGE and EMOTION) are binary, it is troublesome
to fuse two binary images into one. Furthermore, fusion in
the edge image level makes it difficult to adaptively weight
EIMAGE and EMOTION. Therefore, EIMAGE and EMOTION

are fused in the DCM score level as

d′DCM(W)

=
1

ND

[
ND∑
r=1

{
(1−αr) ·

1

NT ′
r

∑
xT∈T ′

r

(
min

xE∈EIMAGE
r

‖W(xT )−xE‖2

)}

+

ND∑
r=1

{
αr · 1

NTr

∑
xT∈Tr

(
min

xE∈EMOTION
r

‖W(xT )−xE‖2

)}]

(17)

where αr is a weight value for the rth orientation channel. In
(17), a DCM score of EIMAGE is calculated with nonoccluded
edge points (T ′

r), and the DCM score of EMOTION is calculated
with all edge points (Tr). Since DCM scores are continuous
values unlike binary images, it is easy to fuse EIMAGE and
EMOTION by adaptively changing the weight. αr is calculated
in accordance with the degree of occlusion caused by the ego-
vehicle as

αr =

(
1 − NT ′

r

NTr

)P

(18)

where NT ′
r

and NTr
are numbers of nonoccluded edge points

and all edge points in the rth orientation channel, respectively.
αr becomes closer to 0 when an amount of occlusion is being
decreased. P is experimentally tuned to 5. Fig. 10 shows a
diagram for fusing an AVM image and odometry via (17). The
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Fig. 11. Example result of the proposed fusion-based parking slot marking tracking method.

Fig. 12. Locations of ultrasonic sensors and cameras of the AVM system.

proposed method first generates EIMAGE by detecting edges in
the ROI of the AVM image and EMOTION by predicting the
current position of the template via odometry. Then, the DCM
score of the AVM image is calculated using the DT image of
EIMAGE and the transformed template, and the DCM score
of odometry is calculated using the DT image of EMOTION

and the transformed template. Finally, the fused DCM score
is obtained by taking the weighted sum of two DCM scores.
In this diagram, orientation channels are omitted for better
understanding; however, this procedure is actually conducted
in a DCM framework. Fig. 11 shows the tracking results ob-
tained by fusing the AVM images and odometry. The situation
presented in this figure is exactly the same as the situation in
Fig. 9. It can be easily noticed that the parking slot marking
is correctly tracked despite severe occlusions on its important
parts. More results and quantitative evaluation will be presented
in Section VI.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Description of Database

Databases used in experiments were acquired by an AVM
system and an ultrasonic sensor-based automatic parking sys-
tem on a Hyundai Azera [12]. Two ultrasonic sensors are
mounted on both sides of the front bumper, as shown in Fig. 12
with a red circle. Their operating range, resolution, and acqui-
sition frequency are 30–450 cm, 2 cm, and 15 Hz, respectively.
The AVM system consists of four cameras at the locations
shown in Fig. 12 with red arrows. This system acquires four
fisheye images with a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels and

generates AVM images with a resolution of 360 × 480 pixels.
Its acquisition frequency is 5 Hz. Wheel speed and steering
angle sensors were used for odometry estimation. Odometry
contains the orientation angle and displacements in longitudinal
and lateral directions with respect to the center of the two rear
wheels. The resolutions of the displacement and orientation
angle are 0.1 cm and 0.1◦, respectively. Odometry is separately
synchronized with an ultrasonic sensor and an AVM image.

Two types of databases were acquired for experiments in
practical situations. One is for vacant parking slot marking
detection, and the other is for parking slot marking tracking.
The first database was taken while the vehicle is moving along
corridors of parking lots and includes 102 situations with four
types of parking slot markings. This database will be called
the “parking slot detection database.” The second database was
taken while the vehicle was manually moving into parking slots.
This database includes 40 situations (ten situations for each
type of parking slot marking). This database will be called the
“parking slot tracking database.” Since the proposed system is
not targeted for nighttime and underground parking lots where
the quality of the AVM image is not guaranteed due to low
illumination conditions, these situations are excluded from our
databases.

B. Parking Slot Marking Detection Performance

This section compares the previous method [31] utilizing
single image-based detection and the proposed method utilizing
image sequence-based detection. Comparison was conducted
using the parking slot detection database composed of 102
situations. Recall and precision in (19) and (20) are utilized as
performance measures.

recall =
No. of correctly detected slots

No. of existing slots
(19)

precision =
No. of correctly detected slots

No. of detected slots
. (20)

First, the performance of the previous method was evaluated
by treating a single AVM image as a test unit. This means that
parking slot markings in sequential AVM images are treated
as different parking slots even if they are actually images of
the same parking slot. Since there are too many individual
images in the parking slot detection database, this test was
conducted using 992 uniformly sampled AVM images. Table I
shows the results of this test. In this evaluation, the previous
method gives 59.9% recall and 90.6% precision. The reason
why the previous method gives low recall is that it fails in
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF THE PREVIOUS METHOD WITH

INDIVIDUAL AVM IMAGES

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF THE PREVIOUS METHOD WITH THE

SUGGESTED CRITERIA

cases where junctions are occluded by adjacent vehicles or
degraded at distant locations and stitching lines, as explained
in Fig. 3.

The drawbacks of the previous method are more clearly
visible when evaluating it by treating an AVM image sequence
as a test unit. The proposed system is based on a user interface
that displays detected parking slots to a driver while the vehicle
is moving along the corridor of the parking lot and the driver
selects a desirable one from the detection results. In this user
interface, parking slots should be continuously detected through
sequential AVM images for drivers to readily select preferable
parking slots. Thus, the following evaluation criteria have been
suggested. A parking slot is considered to be correctly detected
if it is detected before the rear of the vehicle passes by it
and the detection holds until it leaves an AVM image or the
vehicle stops. A parking slot is considered as a false detection
if it is falsely detected once or more through an AVM image
sequence.

Table II shows the performance of the previous method with
the suggested criteria. In this evaluation, the previous method
gives low recall (19.2%) because it cannot continuously detect
parking slots through AVM image sequences due to occlusion
and image degradation, as explained in Fig. 3. This low recall
makes it difficult for drivers to select desirable parking slots.
It also gives low precision (15.3%) since the suggested criteria
treat a single wrongly detected slot as a false detection while
treating a sequentially appearing slot as a single slot. Table III

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD WITH THE

SUGGESTED CRITERIA

Fig. 13. Parking slot marking detection results of the proposed method in case
of (a) TT-slots, (b) TL-slots, (c) YY-slots, and (d) II-slots.

shows the performance of the proposed parking slot marking
detection method with the suggested criteria. The proposed
method gives high recall (97.8%) because it holds detected slots
through sequential AVM images by combining current and pre-
vious detection results. This method also gives high precision
(95.5%) since it generates slot candidates using only corners
classified as inliers by RANSAC. These inlier corners are more
stable than the others because they are consistently detected in
consecutive AVM images. In addition, as almost all of the actual
slots are correctly detected by exploiting stable corners and
sequential detection results, they can naturally suppress falsely
detected slots by defeating them during the overlapping slot
removal procedure explained in Section III-D. Fig. 13 shows the
parking slot marking detection results of the proposed method.
It can be seen that this method successfully detects various
types of parking slot markings in practical situations.
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED PARKING SLOT OCCUPANCY

CLASSIFICATION METHOD

C. Parking Slot Occupancy Classification Performance

As mentioned in Section IV, to classify occupancies of
detected parking slots using (13), p(O|zt), which is either
p(O|P ) or p(O|N), should be calculated. p(P |O) and p(P |V )
are estimated with a training database, and then, p(O|P ) and
p(O|N) are calculated by Bayes’ theorem in

p(O|P ) =
p(P |O)p(O)

p(P |O)p(O) + p(P |V )p(V )
(21)

p(O|N) =
{1 − p(P |O)} p(O)

{1 − p(P |O)} p(O) + {1 − p(P |V )} p(V )
. (22)

The training database consists of 813 parking slots of various
types with ultrasonic sensor data and includes 456 occupied
and 357 vacant parking slots. This database is different from
the parking slot detection database. In this database, p(P |O)
and p(P |V ) were calculated as 0.795 and 0.056, respectively.
p(O) and p(V ) are set to 0.5 by assuming that no prior
knowledge about the occupancy status is given. Finally, p(O|P )
and p(O|N) were calculated as 0.934 and 0.178 via (21) and
(22), respectively. Based on these probabilities, occupancies of
the parking slots in the training database were classified, and the
result shows 1.7% of false positive rate, 1.8% of false negative
rate, and 1.7% of overall classification error rate.

Table IV shows the parking slot occupancy classification
performance with 798 correctly detected parking slots in the
parking slot detection database (see Table III). The proposed
method gives 3.5% of false negative rate, 0.5% of false positive
rate, and 1.9% of the overall classification error rate. The
false negative rate of this case is slightly higher than that of
the training database case, and most of the false negatives
are produced from TL-slots and YY-slots. This is because
ultrasonic sensors give unstable outputs in cases of TL-slots and
YY-slots where surfaces of parked vehicles are not perpendic-
ular to heading directions of ultrasonic sensors. Fig. 14 shows
example results of the proposed parking slot occupancy classifi-
cation method in various types of parking slot markings. In this
figure, white arrows indicate locations and heading directions

Fig. 14. Parking slot occupancy classification results of the proposed method
in case of (a) TT-slots, (b) TL-slots, (c) YY-slots, and (d) II-slots.

of the ultrasonic sensors, and yellow dots are ultrasonic sensor
data. Parking slots with green and red lines indicate vacant
and occupied parking slots, respectively, and blue lines are
unclassified parking slots where ultrasonic sensors have not
yet scanned. It can be noticed that detected parking slots are
correctly classified in spite of false positive sensor outputs in
the TT-slot in Fig. 14(a) and false-negative sensor outputs in
the TL-slot in Fig. 14(b).

D. Parking Slot Marking Tracking Performance

This section compares performances of three parking slot
marking tracking methods. The first one is an odometry-based
method that tracks parking slot markings using motion sensor-
based odometry. This method has been widely used in off-
the-shelf automatic parking systems [3], [9]–[12]. The second
one is an image-based method that uses only AVM images
via DCM. The last one is a fusion-based method that fuses
the AVM image and odometry information in the DCM score
level. These three methods were quantitatively evaluated using
the parking slot tracking database that includes 40 practical
situations (ten situations for each type of parking slot marking).
For quantitative evaluation, we manually designated locations
and orientations of junctions that compose tracked parking
slots in all AVM images of the parking slot tracking database.
Junctions occluded by the ego-vehicle were not designated.
Using this ground truth, tracking errors were measured in terms
of location and orientation. Location and orientation errors
were measured by averaging distances and angles between
designated junctions and junctions of the tracked parking slot,
respectively. The location error was first measured in pixels
and then converted into centimeters using a centimeter-per-
pixel parameter estimated during AVM system calibration. The
orientation error was measured in degrees.
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Fig. 15. Location and orientation errors in the case of II-slot tracking.

TABLE V
MEAN AND MAXIMUM LOCATION ERRORS OF THREE METHODS (cm)

Fig. 15 shows the location and orientation errors in the case
of II-slot tracking. This is the same situation as Figs. 9 and 11.
In Fig. 15(a), blue, green, and red lines are tracking results
of odometry-based, image-based, and fusion-based methods,
respectively. Blue dotted, green dashed, and red solid lines
in Fig. 15(b) and (c) indicate location and orientation errors
of odometry-based, image-based, and fusion-based methods,
respectively. As mentioned in Section V, the tracking results
of the odometry-based method are stable but more erroneous
than the proposed fusion-based method due to the cumulative
error of odometry. Tracking results of the image-based method
are less erroneous in the case of moderate occlusions, but it
becomes unstable when severe occlusions occur on important
parts of the parking slot marking. However, the proposed
fusion-based method gives accurate and stable tracking results
regardless of severe occlusions or odometry error accumulation.

Tables V and VI summarize location and orientation errors
of three methods in cases of four types of parking slots, respec-
tively. In these tables, numbers with and without parenthesis

TABLE VI
MEAN AND MAXIMUM ORIENTATION ERRORS OF

THREE METHODS (DEGREES)

indicate mean and maximum errors, respectively. As a result,
the proposed fusion-based method gives an average of 3.1 cm
and 0.9◦ errors and a maximum of 10.3 cm and 3.8◦ errors in
terms of location and orientation, respectively. This reveals that
the proposed fusion-based method outperforms the odometry-
based method by approximately 3.5 and 1.8 times in terms of
location and orientation errors, respectively. The image-based
method gives quite large maximum errors in cases of TT-slot
and II-slot due to failures caused by severe occlusions. Fig. 16
shows example results of the proposed fusion-based method in
sequential AVM images. In Fig. 16(a), the proposed method
properly tracks a TT-slot in cases where a parking slot marking
is occluded by both the ego-vehicle and two adjacent vehicles.
In Fig. 16(b), a TL-slot is correctly tracked although some of its
parts are out of AVM images at the initial frames. In Fig. 16(c),
a YY-slot is successfully tracked even in case where the parking
slot marking is partially covered with snow. From these results,
it can be expected that the proposed method enhances the ac-
curacy of parking control by continuously updating the relative
position between the ego-vehicle and the desirable parking slot.

E. Execution Time

All methods were implemented in C language, and their
execution times were measured on a 3.40-GHz Intel Core i7-
2600 CPU with 4-G RAM. Parking slot marking detection
and occupancy classification stages require 47.1 ms per frame.
Almost all computation time is consumed by the parking slot
marking detection stage, and the occupancy classification stage
consumes much less than 0.1 ms per frame. The proposed
fusion-based parking slot marking tracking method requires
32.0 ms per frame. For reference, the image-based tracking
method requires 82.1 ms per frame, which is mainly due to
large search ranges. These results reveal that the proposed
system can surely operate in real time. It is notable that the
parking slot marking detection and occupancy classification
stages simultaneously operate and that the parking slot marking
tracking stage operates alone after the two former stages.

F. Discussions and Future Works

This paper proposes a system that detects and tracks parking
slot markings in daytime situations by fusing the sensors of an
AVM system and an ultrasonic sensor-based automatic parking
system. Since the proposed system provides vacant parking
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Fig. 16. Example results of the proposed fusion-based method in case of (a) TT-slot, (b) TL-slot, and (c) YY-slot.

slots, drivers only need to select one of the provided slots.
Considering that drivers should use a small-sized touch screen
sitting on a cramped and uncomfortable car seat, the proposed
system is more convenient than the previous systems that ask
drivers to point out relatively precise locations of one or two
junctions [26], [27]. This system can also successfully detect
YY-slots and TL-slots that are unable to be handled by ultra-
sonic sensor-based automatic parking systems because vehicle
surfaces are usually not perpendicular to heading directions of
ultrasonic sensors in these cases. Furthermore, the proposed
system makes it possible for the relative position between the
ego-vehicle and the selected parking slot to be continuously
updated by tracking its positions in sequential AVM images.
This procedure is expected to reduce 3-D parking slot position
errors caused by nonflat road surfaces and slight changes in
camera positions and induce accurate vehicle control into the
parking slot.

However, the proposed system does not properly work in
cases of nighttime and underground parking lots and severely
damaged parking slot markings since it basically utilizes out-
puts of vision sensors. It would be best to handle all these
situations by a single method; however, it is practically dif-
ficult and inefficient in terms of algorithm development and
performance achievement. Thus, we are currently developing a
method that is specialized for underground parking lots where
dim lighting, reflection, and noise multiplication are presented.
After that, parking situations are classified into three types, i.e.,
outdoor daytime, outdoor nighttime, and underground, and a
different approach will be applied to each situation. The system

proposed in this paper will handle outdoor daytime situations, a
conventional ultrasonic sensor-based automatic parking system
will deal with outdoor nighttime situations, and the method cur-
rently being developed will cope with underground situations.
In addition, we are planning to use cameras with high dynamic
ranges for nighttime and underground situations and develop a
method that can figure out if recognizable parking slot markings
are presented. Situations without recognizable parking slot
markings will be handled by a conventional ultrasonic sensor-
based automatic parking system.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed a vacant parking slot detection and
tracking system that fuses the sensors of an AVM system and an
ultrasonic sensor-based automatic parking system. This paper
has presented that 1) parking slot markings can be successfully
detected and tracked by fusing two off-the-shelf parking aid
systems, 2) parking slot markings can be reliably detected
in AVM image sequences by combining sequential detection
results, 3) occupancy of parking slot can be efficiently classified
by treating each parking slot region as a cell of an occupancy
grid, and 4) parking slot markings can be tracked robust against
severe occlusions by fusing an AVM image and odometry in the
DCM score level. As a result of quantitative evaluation using
practical databases, the proposed system achieves 97.8% recall
and 95.8% precision for parking slot marking detection, 98.1%
classification rate for parking slot occupancy classification, and
accuracy of 3.1 cm and 0.9◦ for parking slot marking tracking.
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Furthermore, it is revealed that the proposed system can operate
in real time, i.e., 47.1 ms for parking slot marking detection and
occupancy classification and 32.0 ms for parking slot marking
tracking.
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